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ABSTRACT 

Thesis of Anju Shrestha for the Degree of 

Master of Science in Environmental Science and Policy 

Presented on May 4th, 2017 

EFFECTS OF STORM FLOWS ON PHOSPHORUS CONCENTRATIONS IN A 

FORESTED NEW HAMPSHIRE STREAM 

 

Abstract Approved by: 

 

_________________________     __________________________   

Dr. Mark B. Green     Dr. Joseph N. Boyer  

Thesis Advisor      Thesis Co-advisor 

 

As the primary limiting nutrient in the freshwater aquatic ecosystems, excessive 

concentration of phosphorus (P) in streams and lakes can lead to eutrophication. Variations in 

bioavailability and solubility across P species inhibit inferences about downstream impacts of 

loading based on total P (TP) values alone, especially during heavy rain events when multiple 

sources are likely. To better understand storm contributions of P, this study measures hourly 

variability of TP, total dissolved P (TDP), total particulate P (TPP), dissolved organic P (DOP), 

and soluble reactive P (SRP) during three extended rain events at Livermore Cove Brook, a 

stream that feeds oligotrophic Squam Lake, New Hampshire, USA. The three events have 

different hydrological characteristics, with runoff ratios ranging from 0.08 to 0.19, 

corresponding to P loading. The maximum concentrations of TP during Events 1, 2 and 3 are 

453.7, 45.0 and 83.7 µg L-1, respectively. P levels in the stream responded quickly to the onset 

of each rain event, remaining high for only few hours during peak flow and subsiding as flows 

decreased. The hysteresis of different P species with unit discharge (UD) and percent of new 

water (%NW) in the stream reveals the evolution of P loading during storms. The concentrations 
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of TP, TDP, TPP, DOP and SRP were higher on the rising limb of hydrograph than on the falling 

limb, with clockwise hysteresis in UD and %NW. Unlike the hystereses of TPP and DOP, the 

hysteresis of SRP looked different suggesting that SRP was from different source. TPP and DOP 

peaked an hour before the peak of UD and %NW suggesting that they were quickly mobilized 

and their sources were nearby stream, whereas SRP peaked an hour after the peak of UD and 

%NW suggesting that the SRP was slowly mobilized and its source was farther away from the 

stream. DOP was the dominant species of P in streamwater. Data suggested that there was large 

pool of DOP in base flow and nearby stream under the ground. Among the three events, Event 

1 has the highest stream TP yield, 0.0075 kg ha-1. These results show that storms can create 

episodic peak loads of P, especially with high intensity precipitation. This is useful for managing 

P in streams and understanding the relationship between different P species, stream flows and 

storm events in New England. 
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Effects of Storm Flows on Phosphorus Concentrations in a Forested 

New Hampshire Stream 

INTRODUCTION 

Phosphorus (P), the eleventh most abundant element in the earth’s crust, is regarded as 

the primary limiting nutrient for growth of algae in most freshwater aquatic systems (Wetzel 

2001, Mainstone and Parr 2002). The terrestrial biogeochemical cycle of P involves sources in 

biomass, soil, and water, low atmospheric inputs, and outputs via hydrologic and aeolian 

transport (Pierrou 1976). Excessive concentration of P is the most common cause of 

eutrophication in freshwater lakes, reservoirs and streams (Correll 1998). The enrichment of P 

in rivers can alter the competition between different aquatic plant species, including both higher 

plants and algae, affecting the whole ecosystem (Mainstone and Parr 2002). In some cases, 

excess P may promote algal blooms, particularly cyanobacteria, which produce toxins harmful 

to animals and people. Eutrophication due to excessive P may also lead to hypoxia which can 

kill or harm fish and other animals (Diaz and Breitburg 2009). Higher discharge from drainage 

area increases the external nutrient loading affecting the water quality strongly (Niemistö et al. 

2008). The greatest eutrophication risk occurs during summer high-flow periods (Chen et al. 

2015). The release of P from the lake sediment reinforces the eutrophication (Søndergaard et al. 

2003).  

Nonpoint sources of P contribute more nutrients to water bodies in the United States than 

point sources (Carpenter et al. 1998).  The non-point sources of P include: natural decomposition 

of rocks and minerals, storm water runoff, agricultural runoff, erosion and sedimentation, 

atmospheric deposition, and direct input by animals; whereas point sources include: wastewater 

treatment plants, permitted industrial discharges and concentrated animal feeding operations 

(Carpenter et al. 1998). The natural riverine load of P has doubled due to increased use of 
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fertilizers, deforestation and soil loss, and sewage sources (Filippelli 2008). Some sources, such 

as land runoff, are often high in particulate P (Sonzogni et al. 1982). Runoff from agricultural 

land is the major nonpoint source of P, largely due to excessive use of fertilizer and high density 

livestock operations (Carpenter et al. 1998) and it can accelerate eutrophication of lakes and 

streams (Daniel et al. 1998). Due to P fertilization cultivated soils have higher available P 

content than other soil types (Rodríguez-Blanco et al. 2013). Adhikari et al. (2010) found that 

runoff from agricultural lands was the main governing factor for increased P concentration and 

flux in the Pike River watershed. 

There are three main pathways through which mobilized P from terrestrial, non-point 

sources can reach surface waters: saturation excess overland flow, base flow (groundwater flow) 

and interflow to the groundwater–surface water interaction zone. The particular pathway 

activated depends on rainfall pattern, duration and the interval between rainfall events (Haygarth 

et al. 1999). Overland flow is produced mainly from certain fixed portion of the watershed 

where the soil becomes saturated by the infiltrating water (Dunne and Black 1970, Freeze 1974). 

Rain water is first detained by micro ridges where it infiltrates and dissolves soluble material. 

It then discharges from these ridges, running off as overland flow into streams (Kennedy 1977). 

During storms, stream P concentrations are controlled by erosion generated by overland flow 

from areas of the watershed with high soil P (McDowell et al. 2001). Runoff is usually 

controlled by topography, geology, and soil type of watershed area (Freeze 1974). Areas 

contributing to storm runoff may expand and contract in response to climatic factors, since 

runoff is largely controlled by rainfall intensity (Dunne and Black 1970).  

With interflow and groundwater flow, the transfer of water from hillside to stream 

occurs through subsurface routes (Freeze 1974). Fuchs et al. (2009) demonstrated that 

subsurface movement of P is an important transport mechanism, especially for riparian 

floodplains where hydraulic conditions are favorable to the rapid transport of P. Interflow is a 
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subsurface flow in which water moves laterally in unsaturated zone within the soil profile 

(Beven 1989) whereas groundwater flow is deep subsurface flow and delayed shallow 

subsurface flow. Interflow occurs due to lateral macropore flow downslope (Bronstert and Plate 

1997). Groundwater is a significant and active factor in the generation of storm runoff (Sklash 

and Farvolden 1979). In some instances groundwater contributions to peak storm and snow-

melt runoff have been reported to exceed 50% (Sklash and Farvolden 1979). Perched, shallow 

subsurface flow provides a substantial contribution to summer stormflow (Brown et al. 1999).  

A study done in the Big Creek and Big Otter Creek basins of Southern Ontario found that storm 

runoff was generated primarily through increased groundwater discharge, providing more than 

50% of the peak discharge (Sklash et al. 1976). They proposed that increased hydraulic 

gradients near or at the stream channel, which develop quickly after a rainfall, are responsible 

for the increase in groundwater discharge (Sklash et al. 1976).  

The rainfall intensity and duration affect the amount of event-related water in nearby 

streams. Short, high intensity rains add water almost instantaneously to streams in the watershed 

(Sklash and Farvolden 1979). During storm runoff event, the near stream groundwater respond 

quickly and during a moderate intensity storm on a very wet basin, both overland flow and 

stream flow are dominated by groundwater (Sklash and Farvolden 1979).  Brown et al. (1999) 

found that during the highest intensity storms, event water contributions near the time of peak 

flow ranged from 49 to 62% in seven, nested headwater catchments. The response of subsurface 

flow to rainfall is heavily damped by storage and transmission within the soil (Dunne and Black 

1970).  

Since runoff pathways are well-understood, time-series hysteresis can help identify 

sources of nutrients produced during storm events (McDiffett et al. 1989). Although hysteresis 

loops for P versus discharge are extremely complicated, varying between sites, years and events, 

they do provide important details about the relationship between concentration and discharge 
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(Lloyd et al. 2016). In particular, clockwise and anticlockwise hysteresis trajectories indicate 

probable sources of P species in streams (Bowes et al. 2005), with the size and magnitude of the 

TP and discharge hysteresis loop increasing as more sources of P enter the system (Mellander 

et al. 2015). 

Many factors control sediment and total P (TP) export from small catchments. Some of 

these factors are related to the physical catchment characteristics such as morphology and 

landscape structure, while some are time dependent such as vegetation cover and land use 

(Steegen et al. 2001).  The storage, transport and export patterns of TP and changes in P 

speciation allow identification of probable sources of TP in the river watershed (Dorioz et al. 

1998). The P transport to a water body increases when a significant source of P has good 

hydrological connectivity to surface waters (Sharpley et al. 2003). Sharpley et al. (2008) found 

that P loss from agricultural watersheds is generally greater in storm flow than in base flow. 

The form of P transported from soil to surface waters varies by source. Total Particulate 

phosphorus (TPP) is the most important part of the P load to rivers during storm runoff events 

(McDowell et al. 2001), particularly during winter storm events (Jarvie et al. 2006). Erosion and 

sediment delivery rates determine the concentration of sediment in streams (Rodríguez-Blanco 

et al. 2013) while fluvial hydraulics and flow regime strongly influence the physiochemical 

properties of these sediments. Adjacent land use influences input and delivery rates of fine 

sediment enriched with P (McDowell et al. 2002). The flow regimes and physical properties of 

sediments affect the amount of sedimentary P export in river (McDowell et al. 2002). Mellander 

et al. (2015) mentioned that TPP enters streams from active surface pathways due to 

mobilization of sediments from streambanks. Mellander et al. (2015) found that 23% of TP and 

30% of total reactive P is transferred through groundwater in arable catchment of southeast 

Ireland.  
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The temporal variability of P transport is related to the stream discharge (Rodríguez-

Blanco et al. 2013).  During storm events TPP is mostly exported to stream which causes uneven 

distribution of P in streams (Cooper and Thomsen 1988). The flushing effect of snowmelt or 

rain helps in the exportation of major portion of P (Adhikari et al. 2010). Seasonal variability of 

TPP export is also linked to the availability of stream sediments and the export capacity of the 

stream (Dupas et al. 2015). Sediment and P transport is influenced by the stream transport 

capacity and particle availability (Ramos et al. 2015). Riparian wetlands help reduce P loads in 

the streams (Weller et al. 1996).  

Dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP) is the most abundant form of P in soils and 

sediments (Wang et al. 2007). The natural sources of dissolved P are rock formation, plant 

biomass, soil reservoir, litter etc. and it enters stream through direct precipitation, subsurface 

flow and tributary streams (Meyer and Likens 1979). DOP released into the flow paths of stream 

water supplies nutrition for aquatic organisms (Wang et al. 2007). Qin et al. (2015) found that 

the majority (~ 73–75%) of the effluent DOP is more likely to be bioavailable for algal growth. 

Orthophosphate, measured as soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP), the soluble, inorganic 

fraction of P is the form most directly taken up by plant cells. SRP is mostly transferred to the 

stream through subsurface flow (Dupas et al. 2015). Binkley et al. (2004) determined the mean 

concentration of inorganic P was 12 µg L-1 in over 300 streams in small, forested watersheds 

across the United States. Northeast streams has higher inorganic P with mean value of 35 µg L-

1 than the streams in southeast (14 µg L-1) and west (8 µg L-1) (Binkley et al. 2004). They also 

found that phosphate concentration was 2 to 4 times higher for stream in hardwood forests (20 

µg L-1) than in coniferous forest (mean 10 µg L-1). Stream sediments regulate SRP of stream 

water by geochemical processes (Klotz 1988). SRP concentrations in stream and ground water 

are lower than in atmospheric inputs and surface soil waters and show marked spatial variability 

(Neal et al. 2003).  
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Storm events contribute to annual P loading to streams and lakes, but the relative 

importance of these storm loads is not well known. Sharpley et al. (2008) found significant 

increase in storm flow SRP concentration with storm size suggesting that P release from soil or 

area of the watershed producing runoff increase with storm size in Mahantango Creek, a 

tributary of the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania. Sharpley et al. (2008) also found that storm 

flow accounted for 32% of watershed discharge from 1997 to 2006 yet contributed 65% of SRP 

and 80% of TP exported in the agricultural watershed they studied. Brett et al. (2005) 

determined daily TP in four streams with a gradient of forested to urban-dominated land cover 

in Seattle area and found that the streamwater TP concentrations are highly variable and strongly 

influenced by short-term flow fluctuations. Brett et al. (2005) also found that SRP constituted 

about 47% of TP. Mulholland et al. (1990) determined that the input of SRP is greater than 

export during storm flow in forested catchment and the export increases with catchment size.  

Ross et al. (2016, unpublished) determined TP concentrations in 3 streams in forested 

catchments draining to Lake Champlain, Vermont in May 2016, finding TP ranges from 0.14 to 

552.5 µg L-1.  The same study also found no difference in P measurements between forest soils 

(average 605 µg L-1) and associated streambank soils (average 600 µg L-1).  

There are significant knowledge gaps in the P concentration-discharge relationship 

during storm events in northern New England forests. Without this knowledge, it is difficult to 

assess eutrophication risks and their effects on aquatic ecosystems. P exports increase with 

increases in runoff magnitude and rainfall amount (Rodríguez-Blanco et al. 2013). The purpose 

of this study was to determine the significance of storm events to P flux to streams in central 

New Hampshire. We measured the effects of prolonged, regional rainstorms on the 

concentration of P species in several streams that model small, relatively undeveloped 

watersheds. The major objectives of this study were (I) to measure the concentration of different 

P species in the stream at hourly resolution during storm events, (II) to measure the temporal 
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variability of different P species during storm events and (III) to explore the contribution of 

different flow paths to P concentration and species during the event. 

METHODS 

Site description  

The Squam Lakes watershed, located in central New Hampshire, US is the second 

largest oligotrophic lake of New Hampshire, encompassing an area of 171.6 km2 with 139.6 

km2 of land and 31.9 km2 of surface water (New Hampshire Office of State Planning 1991, 

Squam Lakes Association 2002). The Squam Lake watershed ranges in elevation from 171 

meters at the lake’s outlet dam in Ashland to 377 meters on Mount Percival in the Squam Range. 

41% of the watershed has slopes >15%, typical of watersheds along the southern reaches of the 

White Mountains (New Hampshire Office of State Planning 1991). The Squam Lakes have 34 

inlets and one outlet, the Squam River, which drains from Squam Lake proper then through 

Little Squam Lake to the Pemigewasset River – a major tributary of the Merrimack River. 

Squam Lake shores are moderately developed with seasonal and year round homes concentrated 

mostly in the western portion of the lake (Squam Lakes Association 2002). 

The region has an average annual rainfall of 1326 mm, with relatively even distribution 

of rain over the year (Bailey et al. 2003). Most of the soils are glacial till (73%) dominated by 

sandy loams (NH Office of State Planning 1991), characteristics with good infiltration capacity. 

The mean annual air temperature is 6oC with estimated annual evapotranspiration of 493 mm 

(Bailey et al. 2003) . These estimates of average annual rainfall, air temperature and 

evapotranspiration are from Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (HBEF), located 

approximately 24 km northwest of the Squam Lake. 

This study focuses on Livermore Cove (LMC) Brook, one of the tributaries to Squam 

Lake (Figure 1). This small watershed (1.77 km2) is ~1% of the total watershed area of the 
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Squam Lakes. This watershed’s cover is 91.7% forest (60.9% deciduous, 29.6% evergreen and 

1.2% mixed tree types), 3.4% wetland, 2.1% developed open space, 0.05% slightly developed 

area, 2.5% pasture land and 0.4% shrub land. The sampling site lies at 43.75oN and -71.55oW, 

approximately 25 m upstream from a road crossing.   

Event sampling 

The Livermore Cove Brook was sampled with automatic water samplers to capture P 

streamwater concentration during storm hydrographs following precipitation events. Sampling 

occurred across 48 hours at one-hour intervals, starting a few hours before the first precipitation 

and extending 12 to 24 hours after cessation of precipitation. Water samples were collected 

using an ISCO sampler fitted with 24 pre-cleaned LDPE bottles acid-washed with 10% HCl and 

rinsed 3 times with deionized (DI) water. Event sampling occurred three times in the summer 

of 2016. The precipitation data were obtained from Plymouth, NH municipal airport, 

approximately 16 km west of the catchment outlet.  

Sampling of Event 1 began on 6/5/2016 at 8:30 AM, and ended on 6/7/2016 at 10:42 

AM. Event 2 was sampled from 7/9/16 at 10:00 AM to 7/11/16 at 9:10 AM. Event 3 was 

sampled from 8/12/16 at 4:00 PM to 8/14/16 at 7:20 PM. There was continuous rain of 12 hours 

during Event 1 and discontinuous rain of 39 and 34 hours during Events 2 and 3, respectively.   

Laboratory analyses 

Physical Properties 

Water samples were split; a portion was acidified by using 1.5 mL of 50% H2SO4 in 

250 mL sample and stored at 4oC for later phosphorus analysis, and remaining portion was used 

in analysis of specific electrical conductivity (SC, µS cm-1), Turbidity (NTU) and Total 

suspended solid (TSS, mg L-1). SC was measured using an Accumet Basic AB30 conductivity 

meter calibrated with conductivity standard solution of 1000 µs cm-1 and deionized (DI) water 
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(<1 µs cm-1). Turbidity was measured by using a HACH 2100 turbidimeter calibrated using 

standard curve from 0 to 1000 NTU.  

TSS analysis was performed by vacuum filtration of 250 mL of DI water through a 

Whatman GF/F filter (0.7 µm nominal pore size) and drying for 2 hours at 110oC. The filter was 

cooled in a desiccator for 5 minutes and weighed with an analytical balance. The stream water 

sample was shaken and 250 mL of it was then filtered. The filter was dried for 2 hours at 110oC 

and weighed again. TSS was calculated as (weightfinal – weightinitial) / volume of sample. 

The stable isotopic composition of water, deuterium (2H, ‰) was analyzed using a Los 

Gatos cavity ring-down spectrometer (Green et al. 2015). Here, the term “new water” refers to 

the event-related water present in the stream (Sklash and Farvolden 1979, Hooper and 

Shoemaker 1986). While Inserillo et al. (2017) used SC values in a two-component mixing 

model to separate new and old water, this study uses 2H values of each sample and rain water 

in it to calculate the percent of new water (%NW) in the stream (Pellerin et al. 2008). Since 

deuterated water is a tracer which is conservative (Sklash and Farvolden 1979, Hooper and 

Shoemaker 1986),  Pinder and Jones (1969) used it in the following equation to separate storm 

hydrographs using different chemical tracers:  

𝑥 =
𝐶𝑡−𝐶𝑜

𝐶𝑛−𝐶𝑜
 *100 

where, X = % of new water, Ct = isotopic composition of a stream sample, Co = isotopic 

composition of stream sample during pre-storm flow and Cn = isotopic composition of rain 

water. Rain water was collected throughout the event by using a cup rinsed 3 times with DI 

water in Plymouth, NH and mixed before analysis. 2H of rain was measured and used as Cn. 

The new water 2H is greater than that of pre-storm water values (Hooper and Shoemaker 1986). 

The value of Co was determined from the 2H of low-flow period from the first sample collected 

for the event.  
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Phosphorus Analyses 

All water samples for phosphorus analyses were acidified by adding 1.5 mL of 50% 

H2SO4 per 250 mL and stored at 4oC within 8 hours of collection. All apparatus used were rinsed 

3 times with DI water, acid-washed with 10% HCl by soaking for 24 hours, rinsed 3 times with 

DI water and kept filled with DI water during storage between use.  

Within 48 hours, all the water samples collected from Event 1 and 25 samples each 

from Event 2 and Event 3 were analyzed for soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) which is 

primarily dissolved inorganic phosphorus. SRP was measured spectrophotometrically by 

reacting with molybdate in the presence of antimony to form an antimony phosphomolybdate 

complex followed by reduction to molybdenum blue with ascorbic acid (APHA 1998).  

50 mL of sample was filtered through Whatman GF/F filter then 8 mL of combined 

reagent was added and mixed. After at least 10 min but no later than 30 min, absorbance was 

measured at 880 nm using a SPECTRONIC 20 Bausch and Lomb spectrophotometer.  SRP 

concentration (µg L-1) was calculated using a standard curve. 

All the water samples from Event 1, Event 3 and 25 samples from the Event 2 were 

analyzed for total phosphorus (TP). Unfiltered water samples were digested to convert all P 

forms to orthophosphate. 1 mL of potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) and 1 mL of 11 N H2SO4 were 

added to 50 mL of sample, mixed, and autoclaved for 30 minutes. After cooling, samples were 

neutralized with 11 N NaOH using phenolphthalein indicator and 8 mL of combined reagent 

was added. Analysis proceeded as with SRP with the result being TP concentration (µg L-1).  

All the water samples from Event 1, Event 3 and 25 samples from the Event 2 were 

analyzed for total dissolved phosphorus (TDP). Water samples were first filtered using 

Whatman GF/F filter, digested, and analyzed as in SRP analysis above. Total particulate 

phosphorus (TPP) was calculated by subtracting TDP from TP. Dissolved organic phosphorus 
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(DOP) was calculated by subtracting SRP from TDP. The MDL of SRP analysis for 1st, 2nd and 

3rd events were 4.3 µg L-1, 1.8 µg L-1 and 3.7 µg L-1 respectively. 

Data Analysis 

Unit discharge at Livermore Cove Brook was estimated using measurements of unit 

discharge taken in 1999, 2000, and 2016 (n=31) and comparing them to the unit discharge at 

Watershed 3 at the Hubbard Brook Experimental Forest (Bailey et al. 2003). A regression 

equation comparing the sites was developed as log10(Livermore UD) = 0.72 * log10(Hubbard 

Brook UD) - 0.34. Watershed 3 at Hubbard Brook was chosen due to the similar size (0.4 km2), 

the closer proximity to Livermore Cove Brook (20 km), and their similar physiographies. The 

main hydrologic difference between the sites is from convection, leading to spatially variable 

precipitation. Since the three storms we studied were stratiform, the precipitation amount and 

timing are assumed to be regionally similar.   

The results of this study are displayed in a series of plots: time series of unit discharge 

(UD, mm d-1) and % NW with hyetograph, time series of SC and turbidity with hyetograph, and 

time series of different species of P with hyetograph. Additional plots include time series of 

TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP for all three events, and the hysteresis of different P species with 

UD and %NW for Event 1. 

TP flux for each event was calculated by converting unit discharge to stream discharge 

(m3 h-1) and multiplying by corresponding TP concentration. The 2-day event flux was 

calculated by summing the hourly flux and reported in kg P event-1. To determine the TP yield 

of each event (kg ha-1 event-1), TP flux was divided by the watershed area.  
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RESULTS 

Event 1 

During Event 1, there were 12 hours of continuous rain with total precipitation of 41.9 

mm. Precipitation increased slowly, peaked during the 10th hour (12.2 mm hr-1), and then 

quickly abated (Figure 2a). Mean precipitation rate for the event was 3.5 mm hr-1. The short but 

relatively high rates of precipitation resulted in sharp deviations from pre-event baselines for all 

measured streamwater variables. 

UD increased rapidly from 0.3 to 17.8 mm d-1, peaked concurrently with precipitation, 

and then slowly declined (Figure 2a). At the end of the sampling period, UD had not returned 

to the pre-event baseline. The runoff ratio (UD-to-precipitation) was 0.19 for Event 1 (Table 2). 

The 2H ranged from -57.1 ‰ prior to event to a peak of -41.8 ‰. The 2H of rain water in 

Event 1 was -40.6 ‰. From this we calculated that the %NW in the stream increased from 0.5 

to 92.6 % at peak flow and then declined to pre-event levels within 12 hours (Figure 2a). Peak 

%NW lagged both peak precipitation and UD by 2 hours. The %NW values returned to that of 

the pre-event baseline during sampling period but UD did not.  

SC decreased from a pre-event value of 46.1 µS cm-1 to 28.4 µS cm-1 during the event 

and rebounding to 43.5 within 13 hours after the event (Figure 3a). SC decreased as %NW in 

the stream increased. Turbidity across the event ranged from 0.55 to 127 NTU. It increased 

greatly during the event to its maximum value and quickly returned to baseline within 7 hours 

(Figure 3a). Turbidity increased as %NW in the stream increased. Since turbidity is not a true 

measure of mass of seston, total suspended solids (TSS) was also measured but not at the same 

frequency as turbidity. TSS values ranged from 0 to 474.4 mg L-1 (n=9). Turbidity and TSS are 

highly correlated and significant for Event 1 (r2=0.91, p=0.00006), (Figure 4). 
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Concentration for all forms of P increased greatly with UD and %NW (Figure 5a). TP, 

DOP, and TPP peaked 1 hour prior to maximum precipitation and 3 hours before peak of %NW 

while peak SRP concentration lagged others by 2 hours (Figure 5a). TP ranged from baseline of 

14.6 µg L-1 to 453.7 µg L-1 at peak. The DOP ranged from 1.1 µg L-1 to 249 µg L-1 at peak, and 

SRP ranged from 0.1 µg L-1 at baseflow to 18.9 µg L-1 at the peak (Figure 5a). The concentration 

of TPP increased with UD, ranging from 0.0 µg L-1 to 190.3 µg L-1 at peak (Figure 5a).  

During base flow, almost all the TP was in the form of DOP (mean = 78%). As the 

event progressed, the contribution of TPP to the TP pool increased in the stream to 46%. This 

change is indicated by the TPP:TP ratio (Figure 6a). The contribution of SRP to TP pool 

increased from 5% during baseflow to 24.6% during peak stormflow. 

Event 2 

During Event 2, there were 39 hours of diffusive rain and an average precipitation of 

19.6 mm which resulted in a mean precipitation rate of 0.50 mm hr-1 (Figure 2b). There were 

trace amounts of rain 8 hours earlier than the sampling period. The intensity of rain was 

maximum at the 11th hour of sampling (7.1 mm hr-1) and after that it quickly declined. This long 

and discontinuous precipitation resulted in more variability in all the measured variables.  

During this event, the UD in the stream reached up to 1.1 mm d-1 from the 14th to 22nd 

hour of sampling from 0.4 mm d-1 at baseflow (Figure 2b). The UD lagged rain by 3 hours and 

%NW by 2 hours from the peak value, the UD had declined moderately. The runoff ratio was 

0.08 for Event 2 (Table 2).  The 2H in streamwater ranged from -62.4 ‰ to -50.4 ‰. The 

streamwater 2H prior to the event was -59.0 ‰ while the 2H of rain water of the event 

was -39.9 ‰.  From these values, we determined %NW in the stream which peaked to 45 %NW 

at the 12th hour which was 2 hours before UD peaked (Figure 2b). The %NW peaked an hour 
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after maximum precipitation (Figure 2b). During this event %NW returned to its baseline value 

at the end of sampling but UD did not.  

SC decreased from a pre-event value of 46.9 µS cm-1 to 33.9 µS cm-1 during the event 

and did not rebound to its pre-event condition even after 34 hours (Figure 3b). The SC decreased 

to its lowest value 3 hours after %NW peaked. The SC decreased with the increase in %NW in 

the stream. Turbidity ranged from 2.6 to 25.2 NTU. It peaked 2 hours after max %NW. After 

peaking, turbidity returned to its baseline value within 9 hours (Figure 3b). Across this event, 

TSS ranged from 2.4 to 13.3 mg L-1 (n=6) (Figure 4). The regression between turbidity and TSS 

was correlated and highly significant (r2 = 0.66, p = 0.047), (Figure 4). 

All P species responded to precipitation in a similar manner but with less intensity than 

Event 1. TP ranged from a baseline of 15.5 µg L-1 to 45 µg L-1 at peak. TP returned to its baseline 

value within 10 hours after the event (Figure 5b). The DOP ranged from 3.0 µg L-1 to 24.0 µg 

L-1 at peak, and SRP ranged from 0.9 µg L-1 at baseflow to 12.9 µg L-1 at the peak (Figure 5b). 

TPP ranged from baseline of 1.0 µg L-1 to 14.2 µg L-1 at peak. TP, SRP, and TPP peaked together 

at 13th hour of the sampling period, an hour after the maximum %NW (Figure 5b). DOP peaked 

2 hours after max %NW (Figure 5b). SRP returned to baseline within 7 hours (Figure 5b).   

As in Event 1, during base flow most of the TP was in the form of DOP (mean = 73%). 

As the storm event developed, the contribution of TPP to the TP pool in the stream increased to 

42%, shown by the TPP:TP ratio (Figure 6b). The contribution of SRP to the TP pool also 

increased from 5% during baseflow to 36% during peak stormflow. 
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Event 3 

During Event 3, there were 34 hours of discontinuous rain with total precipitation of 

39.9 mm and an average precipitation rate of 1.2 mm hr-1 (Figure 2c). The precipitation peaked 

twice, in the 5th hour and 33rd hour of sampling. In between, the rain stopped and restarted many 

times. This discontinuous precipitation affected all the measured variables.  

During Event 3, the UD in the stream ranged from 1.1 to 3.2 mm d-1 (Figure 2c). The 

UD peaked in the 5th hour, declined continuously for 15 hours then again it peaked for the 33rd 

and 34th hour of the sampling period. UD declined slowly to its base value. The runoff ratio for 

Event 3 was 0.1 (Table 2). The 2H in streamwater ranged from -56.5 ‰ to -38.6 ‰ and the 

2H prior to the event was -56.5 ‰. The 2H of rain water for the event was -27.6 ‰. Therefore, 

the stream had 61.7 %NW during peak flow at the 23rd hour of the event (Figure 2c). The UD 

first peaked with maximum precipitation. In this event, %NW neither peaked with UD nor with 

precipitation, but rather peaked between them.  

SC decreased from a pre-event value of 68.3 µS cm-1 to a trough of 31.7 µS cm-1 during 

the event and rebounded three times during 9th, 23rd and 33rd hour of the event but did not return 

to its baseline value (Figure 3c). Turbidity ranged from 0.5 to 11.1 NTU (Figure 3c). Turbidity 

peaked three times: the 9th, 23rd (with %NW) and 32nd hour of the event with decreasing SC in 

streamwater (Figure 3c). TSS ranged from 4.3 to 28.6 mg L-1 (n=7). The regression between 

turbidity and TSS was highly significant for Event 3 (r2 = 0.82, p = 0.005), (Figure 4).  

All types of P showed variability in Event 3. TP ranged from baseline of 13.2 µg L-1 to 

83.7 µg L-1 at peak. The DOP ranged from baseline of 1.9 µg L-1 to 66.6 µg L-1 at peak, and 

SRP ranged from 2.2 µg L-1 at baseflow to 16.5 µg L-1 at the peak (Figure 5c). The concentration 

of TPP increased with streamflow, ranging from 0.0 µg L-1 to 26.5 µg L-1 at peak (Figure 5c). 

TP and DOP peaked at the 9th, 23rd and 33rd hour of the event (Figure 4c).  
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In Event 3, the contribution of DOP to TP was less (mean = 22%) and with the 

development of storm event the contribution of TPP to TP pool increased in the stream to 45%, 

as shown by the TPP:TP ratio (Figure 6c). The contribution of SRP to TP pool increased from 

0.02% during baseflow to 76% during peak stormflow.  

TP Flux and Yield 

Total TP fluxes for Event 1, Event 2 and Event 3 were 1.348, 0.054 and 0.215 kg P 

event-1, respectively. Most of TP flux for Event 1 occurred during the first 24 hours (95%) likely 

due to the short rainfall duration. TP flux was more equally divided for the following, longer 

duration events (41.5 and 41.4%, respectively). Event 1 generated yield of 0.0075 kg TP ha-1 

event-1, Event 2 generated 0.0003 kg TP ha-1 event-1 and Event 3 generated 0.0012 kg TP ha-1 

event-1. These three events combined resulted in yield of 0.009 kg TP ha-1 to Livermore Cove 

Brook.  

DISCUSSION 

In our study, SC decreased as %NW in the stream increased, likely due to dilution of 

minerals present in the groundwater during base flow by low SC rainwater (Muraoka and Hirata 

1988). Turbidity increased as %NW in the stream increased, likely due to loading by sediment 

and organic matter from overland flow as storm water runoff.  

P concentrations and stream discharge 

Streamwater P concentrations responded quickly with increasing UD and %NW during 

storm events. The runoff ratio was proportional to the peak TP concentration, suggesting that 

the precipitation amount, intensity, and antecedent moisture affected the P transport. The first 

event occurred as the watershed was drying from snowmelt, had the most punctuated rainfall, 

and produced the highest peak TP concentration. Event 2 was a small event on dry soils, 

producing little hydrologic response, and low peak TP concentration. Event 3 occurred as long 
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diffusive precipitation producing an intermediate peak TP concentration (Figure 5c). Like 

Gentry et al. (2007) we found that all P species increase with stream discharge.  

It should be noted that despite Livermore Cove Brook being a relatively undeveloped, 

forested watershed, Event 1 still produced a high concentration of TP of 453.7 µg L-1 during 

peak flow. Most of the TP was introduced in the form of DOP in all three events, fluctuating 

between 95% in baseflow to 50% in event flow (Figure 6). These unexpectedly high values raise 

new questions about background concentrations in forested areas of New England. The 

background supply of P varies due to several factors like drainage basin size, geology and 

vegetation (Ahl 1988). The hydrological response of Livermore Cove Brook to storms acted to 

mobilize P in agreement with many other studies (Sharpley and Syers 1979, McDowell et al. 

2001, Rodríguez‐Blanco et al. 2009, Rodríguez-Blanco et al. 2013). Regional climate models 

predict continued increases in total rainfall and in intensity of rain events throughout this century 

(Hayhoe et al. 2008). This study suggests that there may be significant consequences for stream 

eutrophication by P loading, even in undeveloped watersheds. 

Changing P concentration with changing flow paths 

Different species of P changed their concentration with the evolution of flow in the 

stream. The P concentration was higher for only few hours during peak flow and then it subsided 

with the decreasing flow (Figure 5). During the events, most P discharge occurred for a short 

period.  

Event 1 provides an opportunity to explore concentration-discharge relationships and 

their indication of P transport dynamics. During precipitation events, UD and P concentration 

were not linearly related. P concentrations per UD were much higher during the rising limb of 

discharge than falling (Figure 7).  For this reason, TP, TPP and DOP described clockwise 

hysteresis loops with both UD (Figure 7) and %NW (Figure 8). TPP and DOP responded quickly 
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with the stream flow and peaked before the peak of UD and %NW suggesting that they were 

mobilized quickly and their sources were nearby the stream. The woody wetlands on the stream 

bank and the forest nearby stream are the most possible sources of organic P to the stream, 

which supports similar findings of Dupas et al. (2015) and Rodriguez-Blanco et al. (2009). The 

magnitude of the hysteresis loops formed by TP, TPP and DOP were larger than that of SRP 

showing that there was higher mobility of sediments during the Event 1. House and Warwick 

(1998) also found clockwise hysteresis between TP, TDP and SRP with discharge during storm 

events. Rodriguez-Blanco et al. (2013) found that the relationship between dissolved P and 

discharge was dominated by anticlockwise hysteresis but in our study we found it is dominated 

by clockwise hysteresis which suggests that the flow path of dissolved P is different in our study.  

Like other species of P, SRP also formed clockwise hystereses with both UD and %NW 

(Figs 7d and 8d) but the shape of hystereses looked different from others which indicating the 

SRP came from different sources. This also suggests that SRP might be delivered to the stream 

by a different flow pathway. Unlike other species of P, SRP peaked 2 hours late than TPP and 

DOP with both UD and %NW (Figs 7 and 8) suggesting that SRP was slowly mobilized and its 

sources were farther away from the stream. Other works suggest that the subsurface flow is the 

major source of SRP (Rodríguez-Blanco et al. 2013; Dupas et al. 2015). The hysteresis loop of 

SRP had smaller magnitude indicating that SRP is not mobilized much as that of other P species 

during the event (Bowes et al. 2005). SRP concentrations becomes higher when the relative 

contribution of deep groundwater from the upland area is low compared with wetland 

groundwater (Dupas et al. 2015). SRP lagged discharge, suggesting that it could be mobilized 

by old water displacement (Sklash and Farvolden 1979).  

In our study, DOP was dominant fraction of TP during baseflow while TPP was 

dominant during stormflow (Figure 6). During high event flows TPP became a significant 

component contributing up to 46% of TP (Figure 6). In contrast to our finding, Rodriguez-
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Blanco et al. (2009) found that TPP was dominant fraction of TP which increased significantly 

during storms. Gentry et al. (2007) found that all P species increase with stream discharge but 

that TPP was dominant during overland flow runoff events. The variability of TPP export is 

affected by the erodibility of stream sediments and the export capacity of stream; Rodriguez-

Blanco et al. (2013) highlighted that the erosion process is significant in determining the 

concentration of sediment and generating TPP in the stream.  

The relationship between TSS and turbidity for all 3 events was highly significant but 

their regression lines had different slopes: 3.2, 0.6 and 2.7 (mg L-1 NTU-1) for Event 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively (Figure 4). This indicates that the Event 1 and 3 mobilized coarser particles than 

Event 2. The slope of regression between turbidity and TSS in Event 2 was very low indicating 

that the source of turbidity was different in this event. It also shows that the Event 2 mobilized 

finer particles than in Event 1 and 3 likely due to low intensity rain in discontinuous pattern. 

The hysteresis analysis and difference in P transport dynamics across storms raises new 

ideas about how P is transported in New England forested watersheds. We hypothesize that the 

sources of TPP are from sediment in ephemeral stream beds and near-stream soils. When the 

rainfall occurs, these sediments are mobilized, releasing particulate, interstitial, and adsorbed P. 

The relationship between TPP and discharge characterized by clockwise behavior shows the 

link to sediment in the surface runoff as found by Rodríguez-Blanco et al. 2013. Bed sediment 

may store a large amount of P which can release massive amount of stored P from the sediments 

(Wang and Pant 2010). As the intensity of the precipitation gets stronger the sediments present 

in the streams are activated to release the P present there. The SRP contribution to the stream is 

from groundwater, and lags peak UD due to transport via displacement of groundwater. The 

lack of a clear hysteresis loop between SRP and %NW (Figure 8d) provides evidence for this 

because %NW is a more direct measurement of groundwater (old) contribution to streamflow. 
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TP Flux and Yield 

Flux and yield are both measures of nutrient contributions to the stream. Flux is 

streamflow multiplied by nutrient concentration and usually calculated at one sampling station 

in a stream. Flux measurements from multiple stations in a watershed can demonstrate 

contributions of individual reaches to the overall system. Load is usually viewed as the total 

flux of the stream at the point where it enters a receiving body of water (lake, estuary, etc.). 

Yield is flux divided by watershed area. The concepts of flux/load and yield therefore have 

different uses. For example, nutrient loading is the main focus of the Total Maximum Daily 

Load (TMDL) program (Milstead et al. 2013), in which nutrient additions to receiving water 

bodies are capped to maintain or restore ecosystem function. As an areal measure of watershed 

contribution to a stream, yield is more useful in land planning purposes and when assessing 

contributions of different watershed land uses to overall nutrient loads. 

The different storm events had different TP fluxes and yields. Event 1 generated highest 

TP flux and yield while Event 2 generated the lowest (Table 2). The TP flux and yield in the 

stream not only depends on flow but also in the P availability nearby the stream and the 

watershed area. As Wang and Pant (2010) pointed out, the prediction of P availability under 

changing hydro-climatic conditions is important. The availability of sediments in the basin 

which can be transported by the stream is affected by a) the protection of soil surface by 

vegetation and b) connectivity between the sediment source area and the stream (Rodríguez-

Blanco et al. 2013).  

The modeled annual TP load in Livermore Cove Brook for 1999 was 39.14 kg yr-1 

(Boyer, personal communication) with an annual yield of 0.221 kg P ha-1 yr-1. Assuming that 

the annual load is relatively consistent across similar magnitudes of precipitation events, the 

three measured events could contribute ~4.1% of the annual TP load in six days. The yield of 

TP we calculated for three events can be used as proxy value of TP yield contributed by natural 
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processes for other watersheds. Assuming a constant baseflow of 0.02 m2 s-1 and TP 

concentration of 0.02 mg L-1, annual TP baseflow load to Squam Lake is 12.6 kg P yr-1. 

Assuming 10 days in the year with precipitation events >10 mm d-1 having event flows of 0.20 

m2 s-1 and TP concentration of 0.10 mg L-1, results in annual event loading of 17.3 kg P yr-1. 

Therefore, a large component of annual TP load to Squam Lake may be the result of episodic 

storm events. 

Other studies determined TP yield in different water sources with mostly forested 

catchment in New England region (Table 3). Background yields of P from forest basin 

apparently ranges from 0.03 to 0.10 kg P ha-1 yr-1 (Ahl 1988). Clark et al. (2000) determined 

different nutrients concentration and yield in 85 streams with undeveloped basin across the 

United States. They found the median basin concentration of TP was 0.022 mg L-1 and median 

annual basin yield of TP was 0.085 kg ha-1. Among the studied basin, they found the 

concentration of TP were generally highest in the Rocky Mountain and Central Plain States. On 

a more local scale, Moore et al. (2004) estimated TP catchment yield of less than 0.21 kg ha-1 

yr-1 for Livermore Cove Brook watershed region by using SPARROW model based on source 

load from 1992 to 1993. Their value compares favorably to our estimate of 0.226 kg ha-1 yr-1. 

Moore et al. (2004) also predicted that the forested land in Merrimack River basin in New 

Hampshire contributed 26% P load in total.  

Besides storm events there are many other factors contributing to P loading in the 

stream. Cole et al. (1990) found that atmospheric fallout of P in Mirror Lake surface in mid-

summer was  ~11-13 µmol P m-2 d-1 which was 50 to 70 fold greater than the input of P in 

either streamflow or rainfall in the same period. This indicates that atmospheric input could be 

another major factor in TP loading in the stream. P concentration may rise higher due to 

suspension of particulate matter collected on the dry stream bed during low flow condition 

(Meyer and Likens 1979). Despite of low stream flows, summer is a period of enhanced P 
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loading when daily loading to the lake exceeds the annual average measured daily loading 

(Caraco et al. 1992). 

CONCLUSION 

Precipitation events can be very significant components of annual load to the lake. 

Results from this study demonstrate that storm flows generate high concentrations and yields of 

P in a stream draining an undeveloped forested watershed. Among different species of P, DOP 

is the dominant species in streamwater. During storm events, TPP becomes important as a result 

of erosion and resuspension. While SRP is a minor component during rainstorm events, it is 

more significant during baseflow periods. It appears that storm events contribute a 

disproportionate amount of P to the Livermore Cove Brook load. This study helps define natural 

P yields from forested sub-watersheds of Squam Lake and may be useful in quantifying 

enhanced P yield due to human activities. We may not be able to control the natural P loading 

but it may be possible to control the anthropogenic P loading in the stream of other sub-

watersheds of Squam Lake.  
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Table 1: Summary of Event 1, 2 and 3 for Livermore Cove Brook. Here n is the number samples used for analysis. 

 

 

Parameters 

Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 

n Minimum Maximum Mean n Minimum Maximum Mean n Minimum Maximum Mean 

Specific 

Conductivity 

(µs cm-1) 

47 28.37 46.13 38.74 48 33.97 46.86 38.94 48 31.67 68.3 40.14 

Turbidity 

(NTU) 

47 0.55 127 1.72 48 2.59 25.2 6.67 48 0.491 11.1 2.594 

TSS (mg L-1) 9 0 474.4 127.7 6 2.36 13.28 5.88 7 4.28 28.6 15.07 

% of new 

water 

47 - 92.57 30.06 48 - 45.006 20.61 48 - 61.69 36.45 

Unit 

Discharge 

(mm d-1) 

 0.27 17.82 4.10  0.4 1.05 0.76  1.05 3.22 1.87 

2H (‰) 47 -57.3 -41.8 - 48 -62.37 -50.37 - 48 -56.49 -38.65 - 

TP (µg L-1) 47 14.6 453.7 50.98 25 15.5 45.0 21.57 48 13.2 83.7 30.41 

TDP (µg L-1) 47 14.4 263.4 34.82 25 14.1 30.9 17.8 48 12.5 74.5 23.25 

TPP (µg L-1) 47 0.0 190.3 16.17 25 1.0 14.2 3.76 48 0.0 26.5 7.14 

DOP (µg L-1) 47 11.0 249.0 31.40 25 3.0 24.0 13.68 25 1.9 66.6 18.59 

SRP (µg L-1) 47 0.1 18.9 3.44 25 0.9 12.9 4.172 25 2.2 16.5 9.0 
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Table 2: General characteristic of rainfall, unit discharge, ratio of stream flow to rain, TP flux 

and Yield during Event 1, 2 and 3. 

 

 Event 1 

(5-7/06/2016) 

 

Event 2 

(9-11/07/2016) 

Event 3 

(12-14/08/2016) 

Total rainfall 

(mm) 

43.18 19.53 39.88 

Rainfall duration 

(hr) 

12 39 34 

Max. 1 hour rainfall intensity 

(mm hr-1) 

0.48 0.28 0.32 

2-day antecedent rainfall 

(mm) 

4.82 6.09 2.79 

7-day antecedent rainfall 

(mm) 

4.82 6.09 5.33 

14-day antecedent rainfall 

(mm) 

9.13 36.56 20.07 

Initial unit discharge  

(mm d-1) 

0.27 0.40 1.52 

Final unit discharge  

(mm d-1) 

1.87 0.72 1.05 

Ratio of stream flow to rain 

 

0.19 0.08 0.1 

TP Flux 

(kg event-1) 

1.348 0.054 0.215 

TP Yield 

(kg ha-1 event-1) 

0.0075 0.0003 0.0012 
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Table 3: TP yield in different watersheds of Northern New England region 

 

Study TP yield  

(kg P ha-1 yr-1) 

 

Study Site Land cover 

Meyer and Likens, 1979 13 Bear Brook, 

HBEF 

 

Mostly forested 

Hobbie and Likens, 1973 0.087 Watershed-6, 

HBEF 

 

Mostly forested 

Caraco et al. 1992 0.011 Mirror Lake, 

NH 

Mostly forested with 

small developed area 

 

Boyer (personal 

communication) 

 

0.226 Livermore Cove 

Brook, NH 

Mostly forested 

Moore et al. 2004 0.21 

 

 

0.424 

Livermore Cove 

Brook, NH 

 

Merrimack 

River basin, NH 

Mostly forested 

 

 

Forested land, 

Agricultural land, 

Developed area, etc. 
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Figure 1: Squam Lake showing location of Livermore Cove Brook watershed (up) and 

Livermore Cove Brook watershed with its land cover types (down) 
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Figure 2: Time series of Unit Discharge (UD) and percent of New water (%NW) with 

hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and 

dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 3: Time series of specific conductivity (SC) and turbidity (Turb) with hyetograph of a) 

Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show 

the maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 4: Scatter plot between total suspended solid (TSS) and turbidity of Event 1, Event 2 

and Event 3 in Livermore Cove Brook with regression lines  
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Figure 5: Time series of total phosphorus (TP), dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP), total 

particulate phosphorus (TPP) and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) with hyetograph of a) 

Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show 

the maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 6: Time series of the ratio of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP with hyetograph of a) Event 

1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the 

maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 7: Hysteresis loop and trajectories between unit discharge (UD) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) 

TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 1. 
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Figure 8: Hysteresis loop and trajectories between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, 

c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 1.   
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Figure 9: Conceptual model showing flow path of P a) Before storm, c) During storm 

before peak discharge, d) During storm with peak discharge and d) After storm. Bold 

letters denote increase in concentration and arrows denote flow paths. 
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Figure 1.1: Regression line between Runoff in Livermore Cove Brook and Hubbard Brook 

Experimental Forest (HBEF) used to determine discharge in stream during study period.  
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Figure 1.2: Map of Squam Lake with location of three study sites: watersheds of Livermore 

Cove Brook, North Brook and Eagle Cliff Brook. 
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Figure 1.3: Time series of % of new water with hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 2, 

b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. Solid lines show the 

maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 1.4: Time series of Specific conductivity (SC) and Turbidity (Turb) with hyetograph in 

a) North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during 

Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum 

precipitation.  
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Figure 1.5: Time series of pH with hyetograph in Livermore Cove Brook for a) Event 1, b) 

Event 2 and c) Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the 

maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 1.6: Time series of pH with hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 2, b) North 

Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum 

%NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 1.7: Scatter plot between total suspended solid (TSS) and turbidity with regression line 

of Event 2 in North Brook (NB), Event 3 in North Brook and Event 3 in Eagle Cliff (EC) Brook. 
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Figure 1.8: Time series of different P species with hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 

2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. Solid lines show the 

maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 
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Figure 1.9: Time series of the ratio of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP with hyetograph in a) 

North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during 

Event 3. Solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum 

precipitation. 
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Figure 1.10: Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) 

SRP and e) DOP of Event 2 in Livermore Cove Brook. 
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Figure 1.11: Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) 

SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in Livermore Cove Brook. 
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Figure 1.12: Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) 

SRP and e) DOP of Event 2 in North Brook. 
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Figure 1.13: Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) 

SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in North Brook. 
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Figure 1.14: Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) 

SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in Eagle Cliff Brook. 
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1. Methods to Prepare Reagents Required for Phosphorus Analysis 

a) Potassium Persulfate (K2S2O8) 

Dissolve 26 g Potassium persulfate (K2S2O8) in 700 mL DI water and dilute to 1 L with DI 

water.  Store potassium persulfate at 4°C. This solution degrades quickly so it should be made 

fresh for every digestion. 

b) 11 N H2S04 

Slowly, while stirring in a glass beaker, add 310 mL concentrated H2SO4 to 310 mL DI 

water. The solution was let to cool and poured into 1 L volumetric flask. Then it was diluted to 

1 L with DI water. 

c) 11 N NaOH 

  Using a glass beaker on a stir plate, slowly, while stirring, add 440 g NaOH to 440 ml 

DI water. Let the solution to cool down and pour into 1 L volumetric flask. Then dilute it to 1 

L with DI water. 

d) 6 N NaOH 

Using a glass beaker on a stir plate, slowly, while stirring, add 240 g NaOH to 240 ml DI 

water. Let the solution to cool down and pour into 1 L volumetric flask. Then dilute it to 1 L 

with DI water. 

e) Phenolphthalein 

To prepare phenolphthalein, dissolve 0.5 g of solid phenolphthalein into 50 ml 2-propanol 

and dilute it with DI water to 100 ml in a volumetric flask.  

f) 5 N H2SO4 

Slowly, while stirring in a glass beaker, add 140 ml concentrated H2SO4 to 200 ml DI water. 

Let the solution to cool down and pour it into 1 L volumetric flask. Then dilute it to 1 L with DI 

water. 
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g) Antimony Potassium Tartrate 

To prepare Antimony Potassium Tartrate solution, dissolve 0.686 g of solid Antimony 

Potassium Tartrate in DI water and dilute to 250 ml with DI water. Store this solution at 4oC.   

h) Ammonium Molybdate 

To prepare Ammonium Molybdate solution, dissolve 10 g of solid Ammonium Molybdate 

in DI water and dilute it to 250 ml with DI water. This solution is stable up to 10 days under 

refrigeration at 4oC. 

i) 0.01 M Ascorbic Acid 

To prepare 0.01 M Ascorbic acid, dissolve 4.40 g of solid ascorbic acid in DI water and 

dilute it to 250 ml. This solution is stable for 1 week when stored at 4°C. 

j) Combined Color Reagent 

Keep following reagents at room temperature and mix them in the following proportions in 

the given order to make 100 ml of the combined color reagent. After addition of each reagent 

the mixture should be swirled properly. 

a) 50 ml 5 N H2SO4 

b) 5 ml Antimony potassium tartrate solution 

c) 15 ml Ammonium Molybdate solution 

d) 30 ml Ascorbic acid solution 

 The combined reagent is stable for 4 hours only. 
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2. Preparation of Calibration Curve from Standard Solutions  

a. Stock Standard (100 mg P L-1) 

In a 1 L, volumetric flask, dissolve 0.4394 g potassium phosphate primary standard 

(KH2PO4) which has been dried for at least one hour at 105oC in 800 ml DI water. Then dilute 

it to 1 L and invert to mix. The Stock solution should be prepared fresh annually. Store it at 4oC 

in a glass container.   

b. Intermediate Standard Solution (1.0 mg P L-1) 

In a 100 ml, volumetric flask, add 1.0 ml of Stock Standard to 70 ml DI water. Then 

dilute it to 100 ml and invert to mix. It should be prepared fresh for each analysis.  

c. Initial Calibration Verification (ICV) Standards 

To generate standard curve for P analysis, prepare a set of 7 calibration standards with 

concentration of 0.0, 0.005, 0.010, 0.025, 0.050, 0.100 and 0.250 mg P L-1 in 50 ml volumetric 

flasks using the dilutions in the table below. These standards should be prepared fresh for each 

analysis. 

Volume of Intermediate 

Solution (ml) 

Final Volume (ml) Final Concentration 

(mg P L-1) 

0.0 50 0.00 

0.25 50 0.005 

0.5 50 0.010 

1.25 50 0.025 

2.5 50 0.050 

5.0 50 0.100 

12.5 50 0.250 

 

Add 8 ml of combined reagent to each ICV standards and mix thoroughly. After 10 

minutes but no longer than 30 minutes, measure the absorbance of samples at 880 nm using a 

SPECTRONIC 20 Bausch and Lomb spectrophotometer by following the procedure given in its 

manual.  

To calculate phosphate concentrations, plot concentrations vs. absorbance at 880 nm 

and perform a linear regression on the data to interpolate unknown concentrations from 
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absorbance. This can be completed in an Excel spreadsheet. Standard curves for P analysis 

should be made each time for each batch of sample tested.  

3. Spiked Sample 

There should be 1 spiked sample per batch of samples. To make a 20-ppb spiked 

sample, pipette 1 ml of 1 ppm P working stock solution into 50 ml of sample. Then analyze 

spiked samples as other samples in a batch. 

Spike recovery is calculated by using the following equation. 

Spike recovery = [(value of sample plus spike-value of unspiked sample)/ value of spike 
added] x 100 

4. Lab Replicate 

There should be 1 lab replicate for every 10 to 15 samples. A replicate is prepared by 

weighing out 50 ml of a sample chosen at random in addition to the regular sample. Mark the 

replicate sample by writing "LR" on the label (in addition to the sample name) to distinguish it 

from the control sample. Then analyze lab replicate as other samples in a batch. 

5. Digestion Check 

5.1 Method Blank (Digestion check)  

Take 50 ml of DI water in Erlenmeyer flask and perform digestion, neutralization and 

analysis as other samples in a batch. Include at least one method blank (digestion check) daily 

or with each batch of 20 or fewer samples whichever is frequent.  

5.2 Digestion check (200 ppb ATP Disodium Salt) 

Add 0.04 ml of 200 ppb ATP disodium salt in 50 ml of DI water in Erlenmeyer flask 

and perform digestion, neutralization and analysis as other samples in a batch. This standard 

test is used to confirm digestion efficiency of organic P. Analyze one digestion check per 

analytical run. 

6. Method Detection Limit (MDL) Test 

For MDL test take 7 replicates of 0.01 ppm standard solution in seven 50 ml volumetric 

flask, add 8 ml of combined reagent and mix thoroughly. After 10 minutes but no longer than 
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30 minutes, measure the absorbance of samples at 880 nm using a SPECTRONIC 20 Bausch 

and Lomb spectrophotometer by following the procedure given in its manual. Calculate their 

concentration of P with the help of standard curve. Then find their standard deviation (s) and t-

value for seven replicates (t). After that calculate MDL by using following equation. 

MDL=s*t 

7. Quality Control Requirement and Corrective Action Table 

See the Quality Control Requirement and Corrective Action Table below for Quality 

Control acceptance criteria.  

Quality 

Control 

Frequency Corrective Action Data Quality 

Indicator 

Measurement 

Performance 

Criteria 

 

Standard 

Curve 

 

1 per run 

Remake standards, reanalyze, 

and generate new curve 

 

Accuracy 

 

R2 >=0.995 

 

Lab 

Replicate 

 

1 per 10-15 

samples 

Assess method precision & 

qualify data.  Repeat analysis 

of affected samples or qualify 

data if analysis cannot be 

repeated 

 

 

Precision 

 

 

90<%R<110 

 

 

 

20 ppb 

Spike 

Sample 

 

 

 

1 per batch 

If spike is not recovered due 

to high sample concentration, 

then dilute, spike and re-run 

sample.  If sample 

concentration is so low that it 

is lost in the spike, dilute the 

spike & repour, spike and re-

run the sample 

 

 

 

Bias 

 

 

 

85<%R<115 

 

Method 

Blank 

(Digestion 

check) 

 

1 per batch 

If method blank digestion is 

not recovered, re-run sample.   

 

Accuracy 

 

85<%R<115 

 

Digestion 

Check 

(200 ppb 

ATP 

Disodium 

Salt) 

 

 

1 per batch 

If digestion is not recovered, 

re-run sample.   

 

Accuracy 

 

85<%R<115 
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8. Procedure to measure TP 

8.1 Principle 

To measure TP, the water sample is first digested to convert other forms of phosphate 

to orthophosphate. Orthophosphate can then be measured spectrophotometrically by reacting 

with molybdate in the presence of antimony to form an antimony phosphomolybdate complex 

followed by reduction to molybdenum blue with ascorbic acid. 

8.2 Sample Preservation 

Samples should be frozen or acidified within 8 hours of collection. Samples have a 

holding time of 28 days from time of collection. 

8.3 Procedure 

Shake sample bottles gently to mix contents before pouring.  Weigh out 50 ml of sample 

into a 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask. Label the flask with the sample name and date using a water 

and heat-proof pen. 

a) Digestion 

Pipette 1 ml of 11 N H2SO4 and 1 ml of completely dissolved potassium persulfate to 

each sample. Once the potassium persulfate is added to the samples, they must be autoclaved 

the same day.  Cover with aluminum foil and place in one of the stainless-steel pans. After that 

the autoclave the samples for 30 minutes at the liquid-30 (212-257ºF) setting in an Amsco 

Scientific Sterilizer.  The entire cycle usually takes 60 minutes including cool-down. 

b) Neutralization 

Note: Prepare all standards and plot your calibration curve BEFORE neutralizing the 

samples.  If your calibration curve fails (see Quality Control), you should re-make, digest, 

neutralize and analyze a new set of standards before analyzing any samples.  Digested samples 
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can wait for a day before analysis; neutralized samples can NOT.  

To neutralize pipette 1 ml of 11 N NaOH into flask and gently swirl. Then add 2 drops 

of phenolphthalein indicator to each sample and mix. After that pipette in 6 N NaOH slowly 

until sample turns light pink.  If sample becomes too dark, adjust with pipetted drops of 5 N 

H2SO4.  

c) Analysis 

After neutralizing the sample add 8 mL of combined reagent and mix thoroughly. After 

10 minutes but no longer than 30 minutes, measure the absorbance of samples at 880 nm using a 

SPECTRONIC 20 Bausch and Lomb spectrophotometer by following the procedure given in its 

manual. Before analyzing each sample, rinse cell with some of the sample, and refill to 1 cm 

from top. Then with the help of absorbance calculate TP concentration using a standard curve. 

Be careful not to add combined reagent to more samples than can be read before 30 minutes 

expires. After 30 minutes, the color reagent continues to interact with the sample and can bias 

the absorbance values.  

9. Procedure to measure SRP 

Filter 50 ml of sample through GF/F then add 8 ml of combined reagent and mixed. After 

at least 10 min but no later than 30 min, measure absorbance at 880 nm using a SPECTRONIC 

20 Bausch and Lomb spectrophotometer. Then calculate SRP concentration by using a standard 

curve. The SRP should be measured within 48 hours of sampling.  

10. Procedure to measure TDP 

Filter 50 ml of sample through GF/F filter. After that digest, neutralize and analyze as in TP 

analysis above. 
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APPENDIX III: R scripts 

List of Content 

Page  

Script 1: Creates Figure 2. Time series of Unit Discharge (UD) and percent of new water 

(%NW) with hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the 

maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation ………………………. 70 

Script 2: Creates Figure 3. Time series of specific conductivity (SC) and turbidity (Turb) with 

hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW 

and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation …………………………………………… 73 

Script 3: Creates Figure 4. Scatter plot between total suspended solid (TSS) and turbidity of 

Event 1, Event 2 and Event 3 with regression lines. …………………………………………. 76 

Script 4: Creates Figure 5. Time series of total phosphorus (TP), dissolved organic phosphorus 

(DOP), total particulate phosphorus (TPP) and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) with 

hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW 

and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation ………………………………..………… 78 

Script 5: Creates Figure 6. Time series of the ratio of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP with 

hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW 

and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation …………………………………..……… 81 

Script 6: Creates Figure 7. Hysteresis loop and trajectories between unit discharge (UD) and a) 

TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 1 ………………………………….…….. 84 

Script 7: Creates Figure 8. Hysteresis loop and trajectories between % of new water (%NW) 

and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 1. ………………………..……… 86 
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Script 8: Creates Figure 1.3. Time series of % of new water with hyetograph in a) North Brook 

during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. The 

solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation 

…………………………………………………………………………………………..……. 88 

Script 9: Creates Figure 1.4. Time series of Specific conductivity (SC) and Turbidity (Turb) 

with hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle 

Cliff Brook during Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show 

the maximum precipitation …………………………………………………………..………. 90 

Script 10: Creates Figure 1.5. Time series of pH with hyetograph in Livermore Cove Brook for 

a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines 

show the maximum precipitation ……………………………………………………….….… 93 

Script 11: Creates Figure 1.6. Time series of pH with hyetograph in a) North Brook during 

Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. The solid lines 

show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. …………….. 95 

Script 12: Creates Figure 1.7. Scatter plot between total suspended solid (TSS) and turbidity 

with regression line of Event 2 in North Brook, Event 3 in North Brook and Event 3 in Eagle 

Cliff Brook. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum 

precipitation ……………………………………………………………………….…………. 97 

Script 13: Creates Figure 1.8. Time series of different P species with hyetograph in a) North 

Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. 

The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. .99 
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Script 14: Creates Figure 1.9. Time series of the ratio of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP with 

hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff 

Brook during Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the 

maximum precipitation …………………………………………………………………..… 102 

Script 15: Creates Figure 1.10. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) 

TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 2 in Livermore Cove Brook. …………………. 105 

Script 16: Creates Figure 1.11. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) 

TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in Livermore Cove Brook. ……………….… 106 

Script 17: Creates Figure 1.12. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) 

TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 2 in North Brook. ……………………..……… 107 

Script 18: Creates Figure 1.13. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) 

TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in North Brook. …………………………….. 108 

Script 19: Creates Figure 1.14. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) TP, b) 

TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in Eagle Cliff Brook. ………………………. 109 
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Script 1: Creates Figure 2. Time series of Unit Discharge (UD) and percent of new water 

(%NW) with hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the 

maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

# Time series of UD, %NW and Hyetograph of 3 events in Livermore  

#a) LMC Event 1................................................................... 

 

rain1=read.csv("LMC1 rain.csv") 

raindate=strptime(rain1[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain2=rain1[order(raindate),] 

raindate2=raindate[order(raindate)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,7)) 

pdate = subset(raindate2, rain2$precip>0) 

P = subset(rain2$precip, rain2$precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_LMC1=((LMC$X.D-LMC$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC.date2,NW_LMC1==max(NW_LMC1))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate,P==max(P))) 

par(lend=2) # makes the ends of the hyetograph bars square 

 

plot(LMC.date2,LMC2$UD,log="y",type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab=e

xpression("UD" ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),xaxt="n", ylim=c(0.1,25)) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 
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par(new=T) 

plot(pdate,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(LMC.date2,NW_LMC1,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,ylim=c(0,100),col="red",pch=15,xlab="",y

lab="",axes=F) 

axis(NW_LMC1,side=4,at=c(0,25,50,75,100),labels=c(0,25,50,75,100),lwd=1,tick=T) 

mtext("% of NW",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC.date2),max(LMC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topright",legend=c("UD","% of NW"),col=c("blue","red"),pch=c(16,15),bty="n") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

#b) LMC Event 2 ......................................................................... 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_LMC2=((LMC3$X.D-LMC3$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC3$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

par(lend=2) # makes the ends of the hyetograph bars square 

 

plot(LMC3.date2,LMC4$UD,log="y",type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab=

expression("UD" ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),xaxt="n",ylim=c(0.1,25)) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",ylim=c(0,100),pch=15,xlab="",

ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 
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axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC3.date2),max(LMC3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

axis(NW_LMC2,side=4,at=c(0,25,50,75),labels=c(0,25,50,75),tick=T) 

mtext("% of NW",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

#c) LMC Event 3 ............................................................................... 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_LMC3=((LMC5$X.D-LMC5$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC5$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC5$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC5.date2,NW_LMC3==max(NW_LMC3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

par(lend=2) # makes the ends of the hyetograph bars square 

plot(LMC5.date2,LMC6$UD,log="y",type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab=

expression("UD" ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),xaxt="n", ylim=c(0.1,25)) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.3), 

xlim=c(a, b),ylim=c(20,0), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(LMC5.date2,NW_LMC3,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",ylim=c(0,100),pch=15,xlab="",

ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

axis(NW_LMC3,side=4,at=c(0,25,50,75),labels=c(0,25,50,75),tick=T) 

mtext("% of NW",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC5.date2),max(LMC5.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 
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Script 2: Creates Figure 3. Time series of specific conductivity (SC) and turbidity (Turb) 

with hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the 

maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

#Time series of SC and Turbidity of 3 events in Livermore  

#a) LMC Event 1................................................................... 

 

rain1=read.csv("LMC1 rain.csv") 

raindate=strptime(rain1[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain2=rain1[order(raindate),] 

raindate2=raindate[order(raindate)] 

 

pdate = subset(raindate2, rain2$precip>0) 

P = subset(rain2$precip, rain2$precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC.date2,NW_LMC1==max(NW_LMC1))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate,P==max(P))) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,7)) 

plot(LMC.date2,LMC2$SC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylim=c(25,50),y

lab=expression("SC ("* mu*s ~cm^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 
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axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(LMC.date2,LMC2$Turbidity,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",yli

m=c(0,150),xaxt="n",,yaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

axis(LMC2$Turbidity,side=4,at=c(0, 20, 40, 60, 80,100,120,140,160),labels=c(0, 20, 40, 60, 

80,100,120,140,160)) 

mtext("Turb (NTU)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC.date2),max(LMC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

#legend("topright",legend=c("SC","Turbidity"),col=c("blue","red"),pch=c(15,16),bty="n") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

#b) LMC Event 2 ............................................................................................ 

 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC3.date2,LMC4$SC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylim=c(30,50),

ylab=expression("SC ("* mu*s ~cm^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10,15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10,15,20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(LMC3.date2,LMC4$Turbidity,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",y

lim=c(0,25),xaxt="n",,yaxt="n") 

axis(LMC4$Turbidity,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20,25,30),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20,25,30)) 
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mtext("Turb (NTU)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC3.date2),max(LMC3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

#c) LMC Event 3................................................................... 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC5.date2,NW_LMC3==max(NW_LMC3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC5.date2,LMC6$SC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylim=c(30,70), 

ylab=expression("SC ("* mu*s ~cm^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(LMC5.date2,LMC6$Turbidity,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,xlab="",ylim=c(0,

12), ylab="",xaxt="n",,yaxt="n") 

axis(LMC6$Turbidity,side=4,at=c(0, 2, 4, 6, 8,10,12),labels=c(0, 2, 4, 6, 8,10,12)) 

mtext("Turb (NTU)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC5.date2),max(LMC5.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topright",legend=c("SC","Turbidity"),col=c("blue","red"),pch=c(15,16),bty="n") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 3: Creates Figure 4. Scatter plot between total suspended solid (TSS) and turbidity 

of Event 1, Event 2 and Event 3 with regression lines 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

#Scatter plots of Turbidity vs TSS of 3 events in Livermore Cove Brook  

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

LMC1TSS=subset(LMC$TSS,LMC$TSS>0) 

LMC1Turbidity=subset(LMC$Turbidity,LMC$TSS>0) 

 

plot(LMC1Turbidity,LMC1TSS,type="p",log="xy",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlim=c(1,

130),ylim=c(1,600),xlab="Turbidity (NTU)",ylab=expression("TSS ("* mg ~L^-1*")")) 

model=lm(log10(LMC1TSS)~log10(LMC1Turbidity)) 

abline(model,col="blue") 

 

model$coeff[1] 

model$coeff[2] 

text(20,350,col="blue",paste("log10(TSS) =",round(model$coeff[2],1),"log10(Turb) 

+",round(model$coeff[1],1))) 

text(20,250,col="blue",expression(r^2~"=0.96")) 

 

LMC2TSS=subset(LMC3$TSS,LMC3$TSS>0) 

LMC2Turbidity=subset(LMC3$Turbidity,LMC3$TSS>0) 

points(LMC2Turbidity,LMC2TSS,type="p",col="red",pch=16) 

model=lm(log10(LMC2TSS)~log10(LMC2Turbidity)) 

abline(model,col="red") 

model$coeff[1] 

model$coeff[2] 
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text(35,1.5,col="red",paste("log10(TSS) =" ,round(model$coeff[2],1),"log10(Turb)", 

round(model$coeff[1], 1))) 

text(35,1,col="red",expression(r^2~"=0.73")) 

 

LMC3TSS=subset(LMC5$TSS,LMC5$TSS>0) 

LMC3Turbidity=subset(LMC5$Turbidity,LMC5$TSS>0) 

 

points(LMC3Turbidity,LMC3TSS,type="p",pch=17) 

model=lm(log10(LMC3TSS)~log10(LMC3Turbidity)) 

abline(model) 

 

model$coeff[1] 

model$coeff[2] 

text(4,50,paste("log10(TSS) =",round(model$coeff[2],1),"log10(Turb) +", 

round(model$coeff[1], 1))) 

text(4,40,expression(r^2~"=0.92")) 

legend("topleft",legend=c("Event 1","Event 2","Event 3"), 

col=c("blue","red","black"),pch=c(15,16,17),bty="n") 
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Script 4: Creates time series of total phosphorus (TP), dissolved organic phosphorus 

(DOP), total particulate phosphorus (TPP) and soluble reactive phosphorus (SRP) with 

hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum 

%NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

#Time series of P of 3 events in Livermore....................................................... 

#a) LMC Event 1................................................................... 

rain1=read.csv("LMC1 rain.csv") 

raindate=strptime(rain1[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain2=rain1[order(raindate),] 

raindate2=raindate[order(raindate)] 

 

pdate = subset(raindate2, rain2$precip>0) 

P = subset(rain2$precip, rain2$precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC.date2,NW_LMC1==max(NW_LMC1))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate,P==max(P))) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

par(lend=2) # makes the ends of the hyetograph bars square 

 

plot(LMC.date2,LMC2$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylim=c(0,

500),ylab=expression("P ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 
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points(LMC.date2,LMC2$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=e

xpression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

points(LMC.date2,LMC2$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=19,xlab="",ylab

=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

points(LMC.date2,LMC2$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="black",pch=17,xlab="",ylab

=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC.date2),max(LMC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topright",legend=c("TP","DOP","TPP","SRP"),col=c("blue","black","red","purple"),p

ch=c(16,17,18,19),bty="n") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

 

#b) LMC Event 2 ........................................................................................ 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC3.date2,LMC4$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,ylim=c(0,50),xla

b="",ylab=expression("P ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

points(LMC3.date2,LMC4$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=

expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

points(LMC3.date2,LMC4$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=19,xlab="",yla

b=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(LMC3.date2,LMC4$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="black",pch=17,xlab="",yla

b=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC3.date2),max(LMC3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10,15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10,15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#c) LMC Event 3 ............................................................ 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC5.date2,NW_LMC3==max(NW_LMC3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC5.date2,LMC6$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,ylim=c(0,100),xl

ab="",ylab=expression("P ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

points(LMC5.date2,LMC6$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=

expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

points(LMC5.date2,LMC6$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=19,xlab="",yla

b=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

points(LMC5.date2,LMC6$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="black",pch=17,xlab="",yla

b=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC5.date2),max(LMC5.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 
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Script 5: Creates Figure 4. Time series of the ratio of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP with 

hyetograph of a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum 

%NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

# Time series of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP of 3 events in Livermore  

#a) LMC Event 1 ........................................................................................ 

rain1=read.csv("LMC1 rain.csv") 

raindate=strptime(rain1[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain2=rain1[order(raindate),] 

raindate2=raindate[order(raindate)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

pdate = subset(raindate2, rain2$precip>0) 

P = subset(rain2$precip, rain2$precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC.date2,NW_LMC1==max(NW_LMC1))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC.date2,LMC2$DOP/LMC2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=15,xlab="",ylab="Ratio of P",xaxt="n") 

points(LMC.date2,LMC2$TPP/LMC2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=18,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 
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points(LMC.date2,LMC2$SRP/LMC2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC.date2),max(LMC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#b) LMC Event 2 ........................................................................................ 

 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC3.date2,LMC4$DOP/LMC4$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",ylim=c(0, 

1),pch=15,xlab="",ylab="Ratio of P",xaxt="n") 

points (LMC3.date2,LMC4$TPP/LMC4$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=18,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n") 

 

#par(new=T) 

points (LMC3.date2,LMC4$SRP/LMC4$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC3.date2),max(LMC3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10,15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10,15, 20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#c) LMC Event 3 ........................................................................................ 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 
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raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC5.date2,NW_LMC3==max(NW_LMC3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC5.date2,LMC6$DOP/LMC6$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=15,xlab="",ylab="Ratio of P",xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

ratio=ifelse(LMC6$TPP/LMC6$TP>=0,LMC6$TPP/LMC6$TP,0) 

points(LMC5.date2,ratio,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",ylim=c(0, 1), pch=18, xlab="", 

ylab="TPP:TP",xaxt="n") 

points(LMC5.date2,LMC6$SRP/LMC6$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC5.date2),max(LMC5.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

legend("topright",legend=c("DOP:TP","TPP:TP","SRP:TP"),col=c("blue","purple","red"), 

pch=c(15,18,16),bty="n") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 
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Script 6: Creates Figure 5. Hysteresis loop and trajectories between unit discharge (UD) 

and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 1. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

#Hysteresis against Unit Discharge for Event 1 in Livermore  

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

plot(LMC$UD,LMC$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab=expression(UD 

~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("bottomright",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

arrows(3,300,4,400,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (10,420,13,390,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

 

plot(LMC$UD,LMC$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab=expression(U

D ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("bottomright",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

arrows(3,150,5,260,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (10,250,13,230,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

 

plot(LMC$UD,LMC$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab=expression(U

D ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("bottomright",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

arrows(3,120,4.5,180,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (10,180,14,170,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

 

plot(LMC$UD,LMC$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab=expression(U

D ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("bottomright",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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arrows(13,14,10,10, length=0.1, angle=20, col="blue") 

arrows (6,17,10,17, length=0.1, angle=20, col="blue") 

 

plot(LMC$UD,LMC$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab=expression(U

D ~ "(" * mm ~ d^-1 * ")"),ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("bottomright",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 

arrows(3,150,5,250,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (10,240,15,200,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 
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Script 7: Creates Figure 6. Hysteresis loop and trajectories between % of new water 

(%NW) and a) TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 1. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

 #Hysteresis of P with % of new water for Event 1 in Livermore  

 

NW_LMC1=((LMC$X.D-LMC$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

#View(NW_LMC1) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

plot(NW_LMC1,LMC$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

arrows(50,260,60,400,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (85,380,90,250,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC1,LMC$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

arrows(50,150,60,240,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (80,240,90,150,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC1,LMC$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

arrows(40,60,60,150,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (85,150,90,100,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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plot(NW_LMC1,LMC$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

arrows(70,15,80,18,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (90,12,70,9,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

legend("topleft",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC1,LMC$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

arrows(55,160,65,220,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

arrows (85,200,90,150,length=0.1,angle=20,col="blue") 

legend("topleft",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 8: Creates Figure 1.3. Time series of % of new water with hyetograph in a) North 

Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during 

Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum 

precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#a) Time series of %NW with hyetograph for Event 2 in NB ................... 

 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

 

NW_NB=((NB$X.D-NB$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB$X.D.of.New.water-

NB$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB.date2,NW_NB==max(NW_NB))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB.date2,NW_NB,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="Date",ylab="% of 

NW",xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB.date2),max(NB.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#b) Time series of %NW with hyetograph for Event 3 in NB ................... 

 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 
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rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_NB3=((NB3$X.D-NB3$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB3$X.D.of.New.water-

NB3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB3.date2,NW_NB3==max(NW_NB3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB3.date2,NW_NB3,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="Date",ylab="% of 

NW",xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB3.date2),max(NB3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#c) Time series of %NW with hyetograph for Event 3 in EC ................... 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_EC=((EC$X.D-EC$X.D.of.old.water)/(EC$X.D.of.New.water-

EC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(EC.date2,NW_EC==max(NW_EC))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(EC.date2,NW_EC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="Date",ylab="% of 

NW",xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(EC.date2),max(EC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5)  
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Script 9: Creates Figure 1.4. Time series of Specific conductivity (SC) and Turbidity 

(Turb) with hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 

3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and 

dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#Time series of SC and turbidity North Brook event 2 ............................................ 

 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,7)) 

 

NW_NB=((NB$X.D-NB$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB$X.D.of.New.water-

NB$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

#View(NW_NB) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB.date2,NW_NB==max(NW_NB))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

par(lend=2) # makes the ends of the hyetograph bars square 

 

plot(NB.date2,NB2$SC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylab=expression("S

C ("* mu*s ~cm^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(NB.date2,NB2$Turbidity,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,ylim=c(0,100),xlab="",

ylab="",xaxt="n",,yaxt="n") 

axis(NB2$Turbidity,side=4,at=c(0, 20, 40, 60, 80,100),labels=c(0, 20, 40, 60, 80,100)) 

mtext("Turb (NTU)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB.date2),max(NB.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),line=4) 
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mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

legend("topright",legend=c("SC","Turbidity"),col=c("blue","red"),pch=c(15,16),bty="n") 

 

#b) Time series of  SC and turb with hyetograph for NB-3................................ 

 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_NB3=((NB3$X.D-NB3$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB3$X.D.of.New.water-

NB3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB3.date2,NW_NB3==max(NW_NB3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB3.date2,NB4$SC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,ylim=c(0,190),xlab="",yla

b=expression("SC ("* mu*s ~cm^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(NB3.date2,NB4$Turbidity,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,ylim=c(0,70),xlab="",

ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

axis(NB4$Turbidity,side=4,at=c(0, 20, 40, 60,80),labels=c(0, 20, 40, 60,80)) 

mtext("Turb (NTU)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB.date2),max(NB.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

#c) Time series of  SC and turb with hyetograph for EC-3.................................................. 

EC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="EC") 

EC.date=strptime(EC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

EC2=EC[order(EC.date),] 

EC.date2=EC.date[order(EC.date)] 
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pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_EC=((EC$X.D-EC$X.D.of.old.water)/(EC$X.D.of.New.water-

EC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

#View(NW_EC) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(EC.date2,NW_EC==max(NW_EC))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(EC.date2,EC2$SC,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylab=expression("S

C ("* mu*s ~cm^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),line=4) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=7) 

 

par(new=TRUE) 

plot(EC.date2,EC2$Turbidity,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,ylim=c(0,100),xlab="",

ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

axis(LMC6$Turbidity,side=4,at=c(0, 20, 40, 60, 80,100),labels=c(0, 20, 40, 60, 80,100)) 

mtext("Turb (NTU)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(EC.date2),max(EC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 10: Creates Figure 1.5. Time series of pH with hyetograph in Livermore Cove Brook 

for a) Event 1, b) Event 2 and c) Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and 

dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

#Time series of pH for 3 events in LMC ................... 

#LMC-1………. 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

 

LMC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==1) 

LMC.date=strptime(LMC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC2=LMC[order(LMC.date),] 

LMC.date2=LMC.date[order(LMC.date)] 

rain1=read.csv("LMC1 rain.csv") 

raindate=strptime(rain1[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain2=rain1[order(raindate),] 

raindate2=raindate[order(raindate)] 

 

pdate = subset(raindate2, rain2$precip>0) 

P = subset(rain2$precip, rain2$precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate2,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_LMC1=((LMC$X.D-LMC$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC.date2,NW_LMC1==max(NW_LMC1))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate,P==max(P))) 

plot(LMC.date2,LMC2$pH,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="pH",xaxt

="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC.date2),max(LMC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("bottomleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#LMC-2............. 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 
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a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_LMC2=((LMC3$X.D-LMC3$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC3$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(LMC3.date2,LMC4$pH,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="pH",xax

t="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC3.date2),max(LMC3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("bottomleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 

0.5, 0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#LMC-3................... 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

NW_LMC3=((LMC5$X.D-LMC5$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC5$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC5$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC5.date2,NW_LMC3==max(NW_LMC3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

plot(LMC5.date2,LMC6$pH,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="pH",xax

t="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(LMC5.date2),max(LMC5.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("bottomleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.3), 

xlim=c(a, b),ylim=c(20,0), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5)  
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Script 11: Creates Figure 1.6. Time series of pH with hyetograph in a) North Brook during 

Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. The solid 

lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the maximum precipitation. 

#Time series of pH in NB-2, NB-3 and EC-3 .................. 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB.date2,NB2$pH,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="pH",xaxt="n"

) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB.date2),max(NB.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("bottomright",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#NB_3................ 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 
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NW_NB3=((NB3$X.D-NB3$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB3$X.D.of.New.water-

NB3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB3.date2,NW_NB3==max(NW_NB3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB3.date2,NB4$pH,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="pH",xaxt="

n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB3.date2),max(NB3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topright",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

# EC-3......... 

EC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="EC") 

EC.date=strptime(EC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

EC2=EC[order(EC.date),] 

EC.date2=EC.date[order(EC.date)] 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_EC=((EC$X.D-EC$X.D.of.old.water)/(EC$X.D.of.New.water-

EC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(EC.date2,NW_EC==max(NW_EC))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

plot(EC.date2,EC2$pH,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="pH", 

xaxt="n") 

legend("bottomright",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(EC.date2),max(EC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5)  
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Script 12: Creates Figure 1.7. Scatter plot between total suspended solid (TSS) and 

turbidity with regression line of Event 2 in North Brook, Event 3 in North Brook and 

Event 3 in Eagle Cliff Brook. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#Scatter plots of Turbidity vs TSS of LMC-1, LMC-2 and LMC-3................................ 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

EC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="EC") 

EC.date=strptime(EC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

EC2=EC[order(EC.date),] 

EC.date2=EC.date[order(EC.date)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(1,1)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

NB2TSS=subset(NB$TSS,NB$TSS>0) 

NB2Turbidity=subset(NB$Turbidity,NB$TSS>0) 

 

plot(NB2Turbidity,NB2TSS,type="p",log="xy",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlim=c(1,130)

,ylim=c(1,600),xlab="Turbidity (NTU)",ylab=expression("TSS ("* mg ~L^-1*")")) 

model=lm(log10(NB2TSS)~log10(NB2Turbidity)) 

abline(model,col="blue") 

 

model$coeff[1] 

model$coeff[2] 

text(35,1.5,col="blue",paste("log10(TSS) 

=",round(model$coeff[2],1),"log10(Turb)",round(model$coeff[1],1))) 

text(35,1,col="blue",expression(r^2~"=0.91")) 

 

NB3TSS=subset(NB4$TSS,NB4$TSS>0) 

NB3Turbidity=subset(NB4$Turbidity,NB4$TSS>0) 

 

points(NB3Turbidity,NB3TSS,type="p",col="red",pch=16) 

model=lm(log10(NB3TSS)~log10(NB3Turbidity)) 

abline(model,col="red") 

model$coeff[1] 

model$coeff[2] 
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text(20,300,col="red",paste("log10(TSS) 

=",round(model$coeff[2],1),"log10(Turb)",round(model$coeff[1],1))) 

text(20,250,col="red",expression(r^2~"=0.69")) 

 

EC3TSS=subset(EC$TSS,EC$TSS>0) 

EC3Turbidity=subset(EC$Turbidity,EC$TSS>0) 

 

points(EC3Turbidity,EC3TSS,type="p",pch=17) 

model=lm(log10(EC3TSS)~log10(EC3Turbidity)) 

abline(model) 

 

model$coeff[1] 

model$coeff[2] 

text(4,50,paste("log10(TSS)=",round(model$coeff[2],1),"log10(Turb)+",round(model$coeff 

[1],1))) 

text (4,40,expression (r^2~"=0.96")) 

legend("topleft",legend=c("NB Event 2","NB Event 3","EC Event 3"), 

col=c("blue","red","black"), pch=c(15,16,17),bty="n") 
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Script 13: Creates Figure 1.8. Time series of different P species with hyetograph in a) 

North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) Eagle Cliff Brook 

during Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted lines show the 

maximum precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#a) Time series of P NB-2................................................... 

 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

 

NW_NB2=((NB$X.D-NB$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB$X.D.of.New.water-

NB$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB.date2,NW_NB2==max(NW_NB2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB.date2,NB2$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",ylim=c(0,110),pch=16,xlab="

",ylab=expression("P ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

points(NB.date2,NB2$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=expre

ssion("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(NB.date2,NB2$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=19,xlab="",ylab=ex

pression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(NB.date2,NB2$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="black",pch=17,xlab="",ylab=ex

pression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB.date2),max(NB.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

#b) Time series of P NB-3................................................... 

 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_NB3=((NB3$X.D-NB3$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB3$X.D.of.New.water-

NB3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB3.date2,NW_NB3==max(NW_NB3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB3.date2,NB4$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",ylim=c(0,150),pch=16,xlab=

"",ylab=expression("P ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

points(NB3.date2,NB4$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=expr

ession("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(NB3.date2,NB4$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=19,xlab="",ylab=e

xpression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(NB3.date2,NB4$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="black",pch=17,xlab="",ylab=e

xpression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB3.date2),max(NB3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 
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#c) Time series of P in EC-3 ............................ 

 

EC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="EC") 

EC.date=strptime(EC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

EC2=EC[order(EC.date),] 

EC.date2=EC.date[order(EC.date)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

#par(mfrow=c(2,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

 

NW_EC=((EC$X.D-EC$X.D.of.old.water)/(EC$X.D.of.New.water-

EC$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

#View(NW_EC) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(EC.date2,NW_EC==max(NW_EC))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

#par(mar=c(2,5,1,4)) 

par(lend=2) # makes the ends of the hyetograph bars square 

 

plot(EC.date2,EC2$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,ylim=c(0,350),xlab=""

,ylab=expression("P ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

points(EC.date2,EC2$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=expres

sion("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(EC.date2,EC2$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=19,xlab="",ylab=ex

pression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

 

points(EC.date2,EC2$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="black",pch=17,xlab="",ylab=exp

ression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")"),xaxt="n") 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(EC.date2),max(EC.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topright",legend=c("TP","DOP","TPP","SRP"),col=c("blue","black","red","purple"),p

ch=c(16,17,18,19),bty="n") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 
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Script 14: Creates Figure 1.9. Time series of the ratio of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP 

with hyetograph in a) North Brook during Event 2, b) North Brook during Event 3 and c) 

Eagle Cliff Brook during Event 3. The solid lines show the maximum %NW and dotted 

lines show the maximum precipitation. 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

# a) Time series of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP of NB-2 events .................................. 

par(mfrow=c(3,1), mar=c(0,5,2.5,2), oma=c(3,2.5,0,4)) 

 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

rain3=read.csv("LMC2 rain.csv") 

raindate3=strptime(rain3[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain4=rain3[order(raindate3),] 

raindate4=raindate3[order(raindate3)] 

 

pdate2 = subset(raindate4, rain4$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain4$Precip, rain4$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate4,na.rm=T)) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(LMC3.date2,NW_LMC2==max(NW_LMC2))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate2,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB.date2,NB2$DOP/NB2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=15,xlab="",ylab="Ratio of P",xaxt="n") 

points(NB.date2,NB2$TPP/NB2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",ylim=c(0, 

1),pch=18,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n") 

 

points(NB.date2,NB2$SRP/NB2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",ylim=c(0, 1), 

pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB.date2),max(NB.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate2,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10,15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10,15, 20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 
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# b) Time series of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP of NB-3 events ................................... 

 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_NB3=((NB3$X.D-NB3$X.D.of.old.water)/(NB3$X.D.of.New.water-

NB3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(NB3.date2,NW_NB3==max(NW_NB3))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(NB3.date2,NB4$DOP/NB4$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylab="

Ratio of P",xaxt="n") 

points(NB3.date2,NB4$TPP/NB4$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=18,xlab="",yla

b="",xaxt="n") 

 

points(NB3.date2,NB4$SRP/NB4$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="

",xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(NB3.date2),max(NB3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 

 

# c) Time series of TPP:TP, DOP:TP and SRP:TP of EC-3 events ....................................... 

 

EC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="EC") 

EC.date=strptime(EC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

EC2=EC[order(EC.date),] 

EC.date2=EC.date[order(EC.date)] 

 

rain5=read.csv("LMC3 rain.csv") 

raindate5=strptime(rain5[,1],format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 
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rain6=rain5[order(raindate5),] 

raindate6=raindate5[order(raindate5)] 

 

pdate3 = subset(raindate6, rain6$Precip>0) 

P = subset(rain6$Precip, rain6$Precip>0)*25.4 

a = as.numeric(min(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

b = as.numeric(max(raindate6,na.rm=T)) 

 

NW_EC=((EC$X.D-EC$X.D.of.old.water)/(EC$X.D.of.New.water-EC$X.D.of.old.water))  

*100 

#View(NW_EC) 

 

max.nw=as.numeric(subset(EC.date2,NW_EC==max(NW_EC))) 

max.rain=as.numeric(subset(pdate3,P==max(P))) 

 

plot(EC.date2,EC2$DOP/EC2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=15,xlab="",ylab="Ra

tio of P",xaxt="n") 

points(EC.date2,EC2$TPP/EC2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="purple",pch=18,xlab="",ylab=

"",xaxt="n") 

 

points(EC.date2,EC2$SRP/EC2$TP,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="red",pch=16,xlab="",ylab="",

xaxt="n",yaxt="n") 

abline(v=max.nw,col="dark grey") 

abline(v=max.rain,lty=2,col="dark grey") 

 

axis.POSIXct(1,at=seq(min(EC.date2),max(NB3.date2),by="1 day"),format="%m/%d") 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

legend("topright",legend=c("DOP:TP","TPP:TP","SRP:TP"),col=c("blue","purple","red"),pch

=c(15,18,16),bty="n") 

 

par(new=T) 

plot(pdate3,P,type="h",ylim=c(20, 0),yaxt="n",xaxt="n",ylab="",xlab="",col=rgb(0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 

0.3), xlim=c(a, b), lwd=5) 

axis(P,side=4,at=c(0, 5, 10, 15, 20),labels=c(0, 5, 10, 15,20)) 

mtext("Precipitation (mm)",side=4,outer=F,line=2.5) 
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Script 15: Creates Figure 1.10. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) 

TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 2 in Livermore Cove Brook. 

 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

# Hysteresis of P against % of new water LMC-2 ................................................................. 

 

LMC3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==2) 

LMC3.date=strptime(LMC3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC4=LMC3[order(LMC3.date),] 

LMC3.date2=LMC3.date[order(LMC3.date)] 

 

NW_LMC2=((LMC3$X.D-LMC3$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC3$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC3$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

#View(NW_LMC2) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

plot(NW_LMC2,LMC3$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC2,LMC3$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of 

New water",ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC2,LMC3$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC2,LMC3$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC2,LMC3$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of 

New water",ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 16: Creates Figure 1.11. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) 

TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in Livermore Cove Brook. 

 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

# Hysteresis of P against % of new water LMC-3 ......................................................... 

 

LMC5=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="LMC" & Event==3) 

LMC5.date=strptime(LMC5$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

LMC6=LMC5[order(LMC5.date),] 

LMC5.date2=LMC5.date[order(LMC5.date)] 

 

NW_LMC3=((LMC5$X.D-LMC5$X.D.of.old.water)/(LMC5$X.D.of.New.water-

LMC5$X.D.of.old.water))*100 

#View(NW_LMC3) 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

plot(NW_LMC3,LMC5$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC3,LMC5$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of 

New water",ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC3,LMC5$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC3,LMC5$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_LMC3,LMC5$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of 

New water",ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 17: Creates Figure 1.12. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) 

TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 2 in North Brook. 

 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#Hysteresis of P against %NW for NB-2...................... 

 

NB=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==2) 

NB.date=strptime(NB$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB2=NB[order(NB.date),] 

NB.date2=NB.date[order(NB.date)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

plot(NW_NB,NB2$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB,NB2$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB,NB2$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB,NB2$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB,NB2$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 18: Creates Figure 1.13. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) 

TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in North Brook. 

 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#Hysteresis of P against %NW for NB-3...................... 

 

NB3=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="NB"&Event==3) 

NB3.date=strptime(NB3$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

NB4=NB3[order(NB3.date),] 

NB3.date2=NB3.date[order(NB3.date)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

plot(NW_NB3,NB4$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB3,NB4$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB3,NB4$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("bottomleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB3,NB4$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_NB3,NB4$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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Script 19: Creates Figure 1.14. Hysteresis loop between % of new water (%NW) and a) 

TP, b) TDP, c) TPP, d) SRP and e) DOP of Event 3 in Eagle Cliff Brook. 

 

setwd("C:\\ResearchThesis\\ResearchThesis - Anju\\Data analysis\\All events") 

Allevent=read.csv("Corrected_ALL_EVENT_DATA Anju.csv") 

#View(Allevent) 

date=strptime(Allevent$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

 

#Hysteresis of P against %NW for EC-3...................... 

 

EC=subset(Allevent,Watershed=="EC") 

EC.date=strptime(EC$Date,format="%m/%d/%y %I:%M %p") 

EC2=EC[order(EC.date),] 

EC.date2=EC.date[order(EC.date)] 

 

par(mfrow=c(3,2)) 

par(mar=c(4,5,1,1)) 

 

plot(NW_EC,EC2$TP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="a)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_EC,EC2$TDP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TDP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="b)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_EC,EC2$TPP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("TPP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="c)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_EC,EC2$SRP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("SRP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="d)",bty="n",cex=2) 

 

plot(NW_EC,EC2$DOP*1000,type="b",cex.lab=1.5,col="blue",pch=16,xlab="% of New 

water",ylab=expression("DOP ("* mu * g ~L^-1*")")) 

legend("topleft",legend="e)",bty="n",cex=2) 
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